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Abstract—Due to the ubiquity of GPS-equipped cameras such
as smartphones, more photos are getting automatically tagged
with camera locations (referred to as geo-tagged images) so
large-scale geo-tagged image datasets are available on the Web.
And a significant portion of online images such as travel
and surveillance may not be meaningful without their location
information. Thus, image localization for untagged images has
been studied. However, the point camera location of an image
might be quite different from the location of the scene depicted
in the image (referred to as scene location) rendering image
localization inaccurate. To address this problem, we propose
a data-centric framework for image scene localization using a
CNN-based classification in three steps. First, the framework
provides two mechanisms for constructing a reference image
dataset tagged with scene locations. Second, a spatial-visual classification approach organizes a dataset spatially using R-tree to
generate a set of geographical regions tightly bounding the image
scene locations. Then, we train a classifier based on the classes
of images corresponding to the generated regions. Finally, to
enhance the classification accuracy, we train a set of hierarchical
classification models utilizing the spatial hierarchical structure
of the R-tree where the trained models enable learning the
visual features of images at different geographical granularities.
We evaluate our framework using a geo-tagged image dataset
obtained from Google Street View and demonstrate that the
utilization of scene locations enables localizing images far more
accurately as compared with camera location based localization.
Index Terms—Image Localization; Scene Location; Image
Scene Localization; Hierarchical Classification

I. I NTRODUCTION
Sensor-equipped cameras such as smartphones enable photos to be automatically tagged with locations (known as
geo-tagged images). And the tremendous growth of image
sharing online services (e.g., Flickr, Instagram, and Snapchat)
has resulted in massive amounts of public geo-tagged image
datasets. According to two studies [1], [2], Flickr has collected roughly 215 million geo-tagged images captured by
users all over the world. Google started the Google Street
View project [3] in 2007 for collecting street images all
over the world and has aggregated photos taken along 5
million miles of roads, covering 3,000 cities [4]. Subsequently,
the spatial context of geo-tagged images has enabled many
important applications such as image search [5], [6], mapbased world exploration [7], travel recommendation [8], event
recognition [9], [10], smart city applications [11], and visual
information generation [12], [13], to name a few.
However, many online images still lack their location data,
which limits their utility as visual information. Hence, many

researchers have investigated approaches to estimate the locations of such images, i.e., where on the Earth an image
was captured, utilizing available sets of online geo-tagged
images [14], [15]. This task is referred to as image localization.
Image localization requires analyzing a reference set of geotagged images. Thus, a precise representation to describe the
spatial context of images is crucial for an accurate localization.
There are different ways to represent the spatial context of an
image. For example, the most widely-used one is the point
location which reflects camera location (i.e., using GPS sensor
on a camera). However, camera location does not precisely
reflect the regional location of the actual visual content of an
image (referred to as image scene location). The difference
between camera and scene location of an image can be
clarified by the example shown in Fig. 1. Image A was taken
by a user standing at Gantry Plaza State Park, NY, and this
image captures a skyline of buildings located in Manhattan,
NY. Meanwhile, Image B shows the scene viewed at the
location of the user who took Image A, illustrating that the
view of the image camera location can be completely different
from that of the image scene location. Moreover, the distance
between the camera and scene location can be significant. In
sum, scene location is a more accurate spatial representation
of an image.

Fig. 1: Image Camera Location vs. Image Scene Location
Some researchers tackled the challenge of image localization using image retrieval-based approaches [15]–[17] while
others proposed classification-based approaches [14], [18].
The retrieval approaches search for similar images in a reference set of geo-tagged images to infer the location of a query
image based on the locations of the most similar retrieved

images. Meanwhile, the classification-based approaches generate geographical regions of the reference images and train a
classifier to predict the region containing a query image. Note
that all of these conventional approaches utilize the camera
locations of reference images and hence estimate the camera
location of a query image. Alternatively, we aim at estimating
the scene location of a query image which is a more accurate
representation of the image location.
Based on the availability of a large geo-tagged image dataset
and the new definition of image scene location, we introduce
a novel data-centric approach for image scene localization
(see Fig. 2) using spatial-visual classification by addressing
three challenges. First, scene localization requires a reference
set of images tagged with scene locations, however, the
publicly available reference images are tagged mostly with
only camera point locations. Thus, we propose two approaches
to estimate scene locations: spatial metadata-based and visionbased. Second, data organization structure which generates
the geographical classes of images should be modified to
accommodate the new scene locations which are represented
by small regions, not by points. Thus, we select to use Rtree as the data organization structure. Third, any classification
algorithm must deal with the error in estimating image scene
location. To alleviate our classification inaccuracy, we propose
multiple hierarchical classification approaches utilizing the
spatial hierarchy of the R-tree structure to enable learning
image features at different granularities.
The remainder of this paper is organized following the
major steps of the proposed framework (Fig. 2). Section II
describes how to construct a reference dataset after defining
spatial representations of images. Section III proposes CNNbased localization with the spatial decomposition of image
locations. Section IV extends the localization approach with
hierarchical classification. Section V reports our experimental
results. In Section VI, we review the related work. Finally, in
Section VII, we conclude.

Fig. 2: Image Scene Localization Framework
II. C ONSTRUCTING R EFERENCE DATASET
We first describe some preliminaries for designing an image
scene localization framework. Next, we give a formal description of our problem.

and distance from the camera. Thus, the scene location can
be very different from the camera position, not precisely
describing the spatial context of an image. Another spatial
representation is using the field of view (FOV) [19] of an
image which represents its spatial extent using the various
tagged metadata obtained from multiple sensors (e.g., GPS and
digital compass). The FOV descriptor provides a more accurate
representation than the camera location descriptor because it
specifies the viewing direction of the image and provides a
spatial boundary of the scene depicted in the image. Hence, we
propose a more accurate spatial representation which specifies
the scene location depicted in the image (referred to as Image
Scene Location). The three spatial representations are formally
defined in Definitions 1, 2, and 3.
Definition 1 (Image Camera Location I C ). Given an image
I, the image camera location I C includes the geographical
coordinates of the camera position when capturing the image
I. The geographical coordinates can be obtained by a GPS
point in latitude and longitude.
Definition 2 (Image Field of View I F [19]). Given an image
I, the image field of view I F is represented with four parameters (acquired at the image capturing time), I F ≡ hp, θ, R, αi,
where p is the camera position in latitude and longitude
obtained from GPS sensor, θ is the angle with respect to the
North obtained from digital compass sensor to represent the
~ R is the maximum visible distance at
viewing direction d,
which an object can be recognized, and α denotes the visible
angle obtained from the camera lens property at the current
zoom level.
Definition 3 (Image Scene Location I S ). Given an image
I, the image scene location I S is the spatial extent of the
scene depicted in the image. The scene location is defined
by a minimum bounding box M BB which surrounds the
geographical region R covering the image scene such that
M BB(R) ≡ h Rmin , Rmax i where
Rmin = (min latitude(R), min longitude(R)), and
Rmax = (max latitude(R), max longitude(R)).
Image scene location most accurately represents the spatial
context of an image, however, it requires extra spatial metadata
to be collected at the image capturing time. Unfortunately,
such specific spatial metadata is not available for most images.
Thus, we introduce an approach to estimate this extra metadata
and construct a scene location tagged reference dataset in the
following section.
B. Estimating Image Scene Location

A. Spatial Representations of Images

Using the existing geo-tagged image datasets1 such as
Flickr [23], [24], Google Street View [3], and MediaQ [25],
[26], we provide two approaches in pre-processing such

A straightforward spatial representation of an image is
the point location of the camera at image capturing time
using GPS. The limitation of camera location is that the
scene depicted in an image can be located in any direction

1 A visual coverage measurement mechanism [20] can be used to estimate
whether the available geo-tagged image dataset covers a specific location sufficiently. For further data acquisition, spatial crowdsourcing mechanisms [21],
[22] can be used.

Fig. 3: Image Scene Location Using Metadata
datasets to estimate the scene location of an image: metadatabased and vision-based.
1) Metadata-based Approach: This approach assumes that
each image is tagged with its FOV descriptor (i.e., camera
location, viewing direction, angle, viewable distance [19]).
The shape of the FOV can be approximated by a triangle. In
this triangle, one corner is the camera location while the scene
exists closer to the other two corners. Thus, for estimating the
scene location, we geometrically calculate the circle inscribed
in the triangle since the circle provides a tighter bound on
the scene location rather than that of the triangle of the FOV.
For simplicity, the axis-aligned square inscribed in the circle
is calculated to represent the image scene location2 . Fig. 3
shows an example of the scene location estimated based on
an FOV descriptor.
2) Vision-based Approach: If an image does not have FOV
descriptor but is only tagged with camera location, a computer
vision-based approach can be used for estimating the scene
location. In what follows, we present a pipeline (see Fig. 4)
of our vision-based approach for scene location estimation.
The pipeline consists of three stages: spatial-visual search, 3D
reconstruction, and scene geo-registration.
Spatial-Visual Search: Assuming that every image in the
dataset captures a scene containing distinctive objects, we
aim at retrieving the images which capture a similar scene
in the nearby area. The retrieval using only either spatial or
visual filter is not efficient. Using only spatial search might
retrieve irrelevant images whose content is not similar to the
scene captured by the image of interest while using only
visual search might retrieve similar images but within different
geographical regions. Hence, we use both of these filters in
tandem to efficiently retrieve a set of images taken in the
same region with a similar scene. Towards this end, we utilize
an index structure, proposed in [6], which organizes a given
dataset both spatially and visually to perform a fast spatialvisual search.
3D Reconstruction: Once a group of similar images in the
same region is selected, we estimate extra spatial properties
using 3D reconstruction. Capturing an image for a viewable
scene projects the 3D points composing the scene into 2D
points in the image plane. The pinhole camera models this
transformation using Eq. 1 which requires information about
the camera parameters; the intrinsic parameter matrix K and
the extrinsic parameters (i.e., the rotation matrix R and the
2 This

is a conservative definition. One can create a different one such as a
minimum bounding box of the circle.

translation vector T ). Inversely, for a given image, the 3D
points of the captured scene can be obtained if the parameters
of the image’s camera are known. However, when providing
multiple images capturing a similar scene, the 3D points of
the scene can be reconstructed using the well-known Structure
from Motion (SfM) algorithm [27]. Under geometry constraints, a 3D point x can be inferred geometrically by finding
two corresponding points (q, q 0 ) in two images; I and I 0 (i.e.,
(q ≡ q 0 ) −→ x | q ∈ I ∧ q 0 ∈ I 0 ). By acquiring a sufficient
number of common 3D points with their corresponding 2D
points in a set of similar images, the 3D points of the captured
scene, as well as the camera parameters (i.e., K, R, and T ),
can be estimated algebraically.
 
q
= K(Rx + T )
(1)
1
Scene Geo-registration: In 3D reconstruction, 3D points of
the scene inferred from an image are estimated in a local
coordinate system (referred to as the SfM system). However,
the goal is to obtain the 3D points in the global coordinate
system (referred to as the GPS system). Transforming between
these two systems can be performed using Eq. (2) where
x and g are 3D points in the SfM and GPS coordinate
systems, respectively, and M is a similarity transformation
matrix. Estimating M requires using the camera positions of
a set of images in both SfM and GPS coordinates [28]. Next,
M is used to transform the 3D points of the image scene
into the GPS coordinates. Finally, the image scene location
is the minimum bounding box surrounding the resulted GPS
coordinates.
 
 
g
x
=M
(2)
1
1
The Accuracy of Vision-based Approach: For evaluating
the accuracy of the proposed approach, we collected images
at two regions (Fig. 5) and compared the outputs of two scene
estimation approaches: metadata-based and vision-based. In
the first and second regions, we used 31 and 27 images,
respectively. The FOV descriptors were collected using the
MediaQ smartphone app [25]. We calculated the distance
between the center of the scene locations generated by the
two approaches. Our results show that the average distance
for all images was around 12 meters, demonstrating that both
approaches represent close scene locations for the same image.
3) Scene Location-tagged Dataset: Finally, we generate an
image dataset D (see Definition 4) where each image is tagged
with both its camera and scene locations.
Definition 4 (Scene Location-tagged Image Dataset). A Scene
Location-tagged Image Dataset D is a set of n images
{I1 , I2 , . . . In }, where each image Ij is tagged with its camera
location IjC and its estimated scene location IjS .
C. Problem Description
Given D where every image Ij ∈ D is tagged with
its camera IjC and scene IjS locations, and a query image
Iq whose location is unknown, image scene localization is

(a) Building A

Fig. 4: Vision-based Pipeline for Constructing Scene Location-tagged
Image Dataset

(b) Building B

Fig. 5: Examples of Scene Location Estimation:
FOV (Green), Metadata-based Scene Location
(Blue), and Vision-based Scene Location (Red)

(a) False-Positive

(b) False-Negative

(c) Class Noise

Fig. 7: Examples of Inaccuracies of Camera Localization
(a) Quadtree (Camera Location)

(b) R-tree (Scene Location)

Fig. 6: Organizing Images Spatially for Image localization
formulated as estimating where the scene depicted in Iq is
located.
Image Scene Localization(D, Iq ) =⇒ IqS
III. I MAGE L OCALIZATION U SING CNN
Due to recent technical advance of convolutional neural
networks (CNN) in multimedia field [29], Weyand et al. [14]
have successfully framed the image localization problem as a
classification problem with a CNN-based solution and reported
more accurate results compared to conventional computer
vision based approaches. The solution first generates a set
of geographical regions containing images, using the camera
locations of images, and then a CNN is trained to predict the
region which potentially contains the image location.
Designing a CNN-based solution mainly depends on the
underlying spatial representation of images used to organize D
spatially. When using the camera location representation, CNN
is trained to predict IqC (i.e., Image Camera Localization).
Meanwhile, training a CNN based on scene locations of D
enables predicting IqS (i.e., Image Scene Localization). Below,
we describe two CNN-based approaches.
A. Image Camera Localization with Quadtree (ICL)
The CNN-based approach proposed by Weyand et al. [14]
(known as PlaNet3 ) organizes D based on images camera
locations using Quadtree. Quadtree [30] adaptively divides the
space into four equal-size regions (see Fig. 6a), dividing a
region when it contains more than a certain number (M ) of
images. Consequently, the generated regions (which contain
images) are considered as the classes when training a CNN.
When a query image Iq is classified, the model generates a
3 In this paper, we refer to PlaNet as ICL since it is the state-of-the-art
among image camera localization approaches; hence we used it as the baseline
of our proposed framework

probability distribution of assigning Iq to each region (i.e.,
a specific cell in Quadtree). Subsequently, the center of the
region with the highest probability is reported as the camera
location of Iq , i.e., IqC .
Since the classification approach relies on the geographical
regions of images generated based on the camera location
organization of D, classifying Iq leads to finding IqC . Since
the distance between IqC and IqS can be either marginal or
significant, the localization output of this approach is always
accompanied with a distance-error estimation. Moreover, the
classification approach based on camera location may suffer
from two other types of inaccuracy. The prediction output
through such classification can be false-positive (Fig. 7a) or
false-negative (Fig. 7b) as formally defined in Definitions 5,
and 6, respectively.
Definition 5 (False-positive Image Localization). Given a
query image Iq and localization kernel Φ based on a spatial
distribution R ={r1 , r2 , . . . rk }, the localization of Iq to ri
(i.e., < Φ(Iq ) := ri >) is false-positive if IqC ∈ ri but IqS ∈
rj and ri 6= rj .
Definition 6 (False-negative Image Localization). Given a
query image Iq and a localization kernel Φ based on a spatial
distribution R ={r1 , r2 , . . . rk }, the localization of Iq to ri
(i.e., < Φ(Iq ) := ri >) is false-negative if IqC ∈
/ ri but IqS ∈
ri .
The localization inaccuracy of ICL is not only due to the
distance between the camera and scene locations, but also due
to class noise [31] (i.e., incorrect labeling of reference images).
Multiple images with different camera locations might capture
the same scene, but they might be assigned to different regions
(see Fig. 7c). Consequently, the classes that represent their
assigned regions will have common visual features and thus
the observation in the learning phase will suffer from noise
which negatively affects the classification accuracy.

B. Image Scene Localization with R-tree (ISL)
To address the inaccuracy problems encountered with ICL,
we propose a new classification technique utilizing the image
scene locations of D. In particular, we organize D spatially
based on scene location (region) instead of camera location
(point). To organize images based on their scene locations,
Quadtree is not an appropriate structure due to two main
reasons. First, Quadtree divides the space into regions, thus
storing an image whose scene location overlaps over multiple
regions makes an image belonging to multiple regions. Given
that regions are used to represent classes, the classification
accuracy can be affected negatively. Second, Quadtree does
not limit the minimum number of images contained in each
region. Consequently, some regions can be dense while the
others are very sparse. Hence, the classifier becomes biased to
better learn the visual features of the dense regions rather than
the sparse ones. In our proposed approach, we use R-tree [32]
which is a well-known data structure4 for organizing spatial
data (regions) because it is an object-based index structure
rather than space-based one (such as Quadtree). With R-tree,
the spatial boundaries of the generated regions are adapted
based on the scene locations of their contained images (see
Fig. 6b). Moreover, R-tree has a control on the node capacity
where each node can contain at least m and at most M images.
Thus, R-tree is a more appropriate structure to efficiently
organize D as demonstrated in our experimental results.
R-tree generates a spatial hierarchy of regions at different
granularities. Similar to PlaNet [14], we can consider only
the regions at the lowest level which correspond to the leaf
nodes of the tree and train a CNN classifier to learn the
visual features of the images of each region. At prediction
time, the trained model classifies Iq and outputs a discrete
probability distribution over the regions. Then, we choose
the region with the highest probability as the result. The
scene localization approach with R-tree avoids the prediction
inaccuracy encountered with ICL and minimizes the class
noise problem since the images that are capturing the same
scene will be assigned to the same region. However, it still
incurs the distance estimation error due to the unavoidable
learning error associated with any classification algorithm. We
address this problem in the following section.

Fig. 8: An Example of the R-tree Spatial Hierarchical of D
4 Selecting the right index structure is very critical for the search performance in a large-scale dataset as well as for the localization accuracy.
However, exploring and evaluating all possible spatial index structures to find
the best is beyond the scope of this paper.

Example: Fig. 8 shows an example of the spatial organization of D which is composed of 3 hierarchical levels with
15 nodes (7 internal and 8 leaf nodes). ISL constructs one
classifier to discriminate among the images originated from
the regions corresponding to the leaf nodes belonging to the
third level.
IV. H IERARCHICAL C LASSIFICATION FOR E NHANCED
S CENE LOCALIZATION
The classification with ISL follows a naive paradigm
which builds one classifier to predict only the classes at
leaf nodes which represent certain geographical regions. This
approach has two major shortcomings. First, it builds one
model to discriminate among a large number of classes.
The classes corresponding to fine-grained regions potentially
have common visual scenes within regions which increase
the sensitivity to noised learning of visual features. Second, this approach ignores learning the discriminative global
characteristics across neighboring regions at a higher level.
Combining small neighboring regions into a larger region
enables effectively learning the common features across small
regions as well as the discriminative features within the large
region. Thus, designing an approach which learns the visual
characteristics at both local and global levels would improve
the classification mechanism of ISL. Our framework utilizes
the spatial hierarchy of geographical regions generated by the
R-tree data structure for this purpose.
A. Design Strategies
To construct a hierarchical learning of D for localizing new
images, we propose two strategies for hierarchical classification: parent-based and level-based. The parent-based strategy utilizes the parent-child relationship among geographical
regions; hence building a classifier for each internal node
to discriminate among the image regions of the descending
child nodes. Meanwhile, the level-based strategy utilizes the
hierarchical levels which map to the granularity of the image
regions; hence building a classifier for every level.
1) Parent-based Hierarchical Classification Scheme
(ISL − P HC): When an image I belongs to a node X
(i.e., I ∈ X) in R-tree spatial hierarchy, this implies that I ∈
parent(X). Therefore, designing a classifier for parent(X)
supports learning the characteristics of its contained images
and discriminating between the local characteristics of the
classes representing the child nodes. Moreover, devising another classifier on parent(parent(X)) enables recognizing
the characteristics of images comprehensively at a higher level.
This strategy lowers the chances of misclassification due to the
decrease in the number of classes for each classifier.
Example: Based on the spatial hierarchy of D depicted in
Fig. 8, ISL−P HC builds a classifier for every internal node.
In total, it generates 7 classifiers (i.e., corresponding to the
nodes: root, A, B, A.1, A.2, B.1, and B.2). For example,
the classier corresponding to node A includes the classes
corresponding to its child nodes A.1 and A.2.

2) Level-based Hierarchical Classification Scheme (ISL−
LHC): With the ISL − P HC scheme, each classifier considers only the observable local characteristics of the images
within its geographical scope, discarding the images from
other geographical scopes. Alternatively, we propose another
strategy which utilizes the levels of the spatial hierarchy of
R-tree. Designing a classifier per level supports learning the
characteristics of all images belonging to regions at different
granularities (see Algorithm 1). In particular, the classifier
for the level containing the leaf nodes is able to learn the
local and detailed characteristics of the smallest regions, while
the classifier for a higher level captures more comprehensive
characteristics of the covered regions. Since the depth of Rtree is relatively small (i.e., O(log n)), ISL − LHC potentially produces a far fewer number of classifiers compared to
ISL−P HC. Moreover, the classifier at the higher levels contains less number of classes which improves the classification
accuracy of the corresponding classifier.
Example: Based on the spatial hierarchy of D depicted in
Fig. 8, ISL−LHC builds a classifier for each level. In total, it
generates 3 classifiers. For example, the classier corresponding
to level 1 includes the classes corresponding to sibling nodes
A and B.

of classification using both ISL − P HC and ISL − LHC
are as shown in Figs 9a and 9b, respectively. Based on the
results of ISL−P HC, Iq is potentially assigned to the region
B.1 when considering the preliminary results of all level 2.
However, B (i.e., parent(B.1)) unlikely contains Iq based
on the preliminary results of level 1. Similarly, based on the
results of ISL − LHC, Iq is potentially assigned to B.2.1
using the classifier corresponding to level 3. However, B.2
(i.e., parent(B.2.1)) unlikely contains Iq using the classifier
of level 2. Such inconsistency should be addressed. Hence, we
investigate three prediction strategies as explained below.

B. Prediction Strategies

2) Heuristic Prediction (HP ): HP exhaustively traverses
the spatial hierarchy to assign a score for every path. The path
score is heuristically the product of the prediction probabilities
of all nodes composing the path (from the root to a leaf node).
Thereafter, Iq is assigned to the region of the leaf node whose
path score is the highest. By considering all paths, HP avoids
the classification error propagation problem. However, HP
discards the hierarchy concept by treating all nodes (from
various levels) in a path similarly while calculating the path
score.

(a) ISL − P HC

(b) ISL − LHC

Fig. 9: Example of Preliminary Classification Results
Prediction using ISL − P HC or ISL − LHC is not
straightforward since they produce different results from mutiple classifiers. In particular, using ISL − LHC, Iq has
to be classified using all classifiers at various granularities
to predict the region which most likely contains Iq . Since
every classifier in ISL − P HC is limited to the geographical
scope of the parent node, using one classifier (or a subset
of classifiers) is not sufficient to find the scene location;
thus Iq has to be classified using all classifiers to consider
the overall geographical scope. Consequently, all classifiers
of ISL − P HC or ISL − LHC has to be used at the
prediction time and thus a strategy is needed to aggregate their
preliminary results to decide the final image scene location.
Since classifiers in the hierarchical schemes are trained
independently, their preliminary classification results might
include conflicts with respect to their spatial hierarchy. In
particular, if the preliminary classification results imply that Iq
is part of a child node X, the preliminary results should also
imply that Iq is part of parent(X) due to the spatial relationship between X and parent(X). However, this implication
may not always hold. Suppose that the preliminary results

1) Greedy Prediction (GP ): GP is a top-down approach
which traverses the spatial hierarchy using the depth-first
search and recursively selects the child node whose prediction
probability is the highest. This strategy is simple but suffers
from the drawback of classification error propagation. If the
classifier at a higher level misclassifies Iq , the final prediction
output using GP is consequently inaccurate.
Example: Based on the preliminary classification results of
ISL − P HC (Fig. 9a), GP assigns Iq to the A.2.1 region.
Meanwhile, GP assigns Iq to A.1.2 based on the classification
results of ISL − LHC (Fig. 9b).

Example: Based on the preliminary results of ISL − P HC
and ISL − LHC (Figs. 9a and 9b), HP assigns Iq to B.1.2.
3) Bayesian Prediction (BP ): BP utilizes Bayesian network which is a probabilistic graphical model to represent
how causes generate effects and enable prediction and decision
making based on such representation. In our case, the causes
and effects are analogous to parent-child relations of regions in
R-tree. Bayesian network is used to aggregate the preliminary
classification results for Iq and perform collaborative error
correction over possibly inconsistent predictions. The BP
prediction is based on the conditional probability of parent
nodes; hence the final output of prediction is influenced by
the prediction probabilities of parent nodes. Aggregating the
preliminary classification results of the classes corresponding
to a path P which composes the nodes {X1 , X2 . . . Xn } is
shown in Eq. 3. Similar to HP , BP avoids the classification error propagation problem since it traverses the whole
spatial hierarchy. Nonetheless, BP also considers the relation
inherited from the spatial hierarchy to perform the aggregative
prediction.
Example: Based on the preliminary results of ISL − P HC

Algorithm 1 Level-based Hierarchical Classification Scheme
1:

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Let D denote the training set of a scene location-tagged
image dataset, and R denote the R-tree which organizes
D spatially.
for li ∈ Levels(R) do
Ci ←− {}
for nj ∈ N odes(R, li ) do
Define a class cij = {∀ I | I ∈ D ∧ I ∈ nj subtree}
Ci ←− Ci ∪ {cij }
end for
Build a classifier gi (corresponds to li ) on the classes
Ci
end for

and ISL − LHC (Figs. 9a and 9b), BP assigns Iq to B.1.2.
P (X1 , X2 . . . Xn ) =

n
Y

P (Xi |parent(Xi )).

(3)

i=1

V. E XPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Methodology
1) Dataset: In our experiments, we used geo-tagged image
datasets [33] obtained from the Google Street View in three
particular geographical regions: a) part of Manhattan, New
York City (referred to as GSV M AN ); b) downtown Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania (referred to as GSV P IT ); and c) downtown
Orlando, Florida (referred to as GSV ORL ). A summary of
the three datasets is shown in Table I. Rather than evaluating
localization at the world level which requires a huge amount
of reference images, we selected to evaluate our localization approaches at finer granularities such as GSV M AN ,
GSV P IT , and GSV ORL which contain a sufficient number of
images with respect to the area of their geographical regions.
GSV M AN contains the largest number of images but the
number of images per square meter is the lowest. Moreover,
the images are unevenly distributed throughout the area (see
Fig. 10a). Meanwhile, GSV P IT and GSV ORL contain a
smaller number of images and their areas are small while
having a dense and even distribution (see Figs. 10b, 10c).
2) Scene Location-tagged Dataset: In our experiments,
to estimate the scene location of every I ∈ GSV M AN ,
GSV P IT , and GSV ORL , a vision-based approach was performed since FOV’s metadata is not available. For performing
3D reconstruction, we used the open source OpenSfM tool
(https://github.com/mapillary/OpenSfM/). In our vision-based
approach, the spatial-visual phase retrieved on average 4
similar images to perform 3D reconstruction. Note that, while
a general 3D reconstruction in computer vision requires many
images for a realistic 3D objects, our approach does not require
the details of an object but simple estimation of outline might

be enough5 . Thus, a small number of images in a region
is satisfactory in our estimation of scene locations. The 3D
reconstruction phase was the most time-consuming phase. In
particular, it took on average 2 minutes per group of similar
images. By running 4 parallel processes, the total time for
performing the 3D reconstruction was around 8.8, 2, and 1.5
days for GSV M AN , GSV P IT , and GSV ORL , respectively.
Subsequently, scene location tagged reference datasets were
created.
3) Classifiers: To generate the geographical regions of
each dataset, we organized them spatially using Quadtree
(M =100) and R-tree (M =100 and m=50). The sizes of the
regions generated from both trees are summarized in Table II.
Thereafter, the regions of images were used as classes and
70% of images per region were selected to train a CNN-based
classifier. For training a CNN classifier, we adopted Caffe [34]
which is an open source CNN architecture. To avoid building
a trained model from scratch, we customized the ImageNet
pre-trained model6 provided with Caffe, and fine-tuned the
last three original fully-connected layers; fc6, fc7, and fc8. In
particular, the fc8 layer was modified to represent a layer of
a number of neurons equal to the number of image classes
(representing the generated regions from Quadtree or R-tree).
The weights in these three layers were initialized from a zeromean Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 0.01
and zero bias. The rest of the layers were initialized using
weights from the pre-trained model. The network was trained
for 500K iterations using stochastic gradient descent with the
momentum of 0.9, gamma of 0.1 and a starting learning rate of
0.00001 which we decay by a factor of 5e-4 every 10 epochs.
Fig. 11 shows the elapsed time for training our approaches:
ICL, ISL, ISL − P HC, and ISL − LHC. Since R-tree
generates the regions tightly to a set of scene locations and
restricts the minimum number of images per region, the total
number of regions generated by R-tree is less than that of
Quadtree; hence minimizing the number of classes for training.
This implies that training ISL using the R-tree regions takes
less time than that of ICL using Quadtree. Regarding the
hierarchical schemes, ISL − P HC took the longest training
time since it contains the largest number of classifiers.
4) Evaluation Metrics: To evaluate the accuracy of our
localization approaches, we calculate the localization error
distance (LED) which is the Euclidean distance between the
center of the predicted region and the center of the original
scene location of Iq . We also calculate LED from the image
camera location (LED-Camera) to evaluate ICL. In addition,
we calculate the F1 score which is a harmonic average between
recall and precision for classification accuracy. The precision
5 Note that studying the impact of weather, time of day, and occlusions
(e.g., people) on the 3D reconstruction performance is beyond the scope of
this paper since data collection for the same place with different situations
requires a large variety of images in many cities and is extremely expensive;
hence we focused on clear daytime images.
6 New pre-trained models (e.g., Res-Net and Inception v4) might be used
in our pipeline to enhance the classification accuracy without affecting the
novelty of our work. Using newer and better models in our solution may
produce even better results than our current results.

TABLE I: Datasets
Dataset
GSV M AN
GSV P IT
GSV ORL

Area (km2 )
13.7 × 7.3
1.5 × 3.6
2.1 × 1.2

(a) Manhattan

# of images
17, 825
4, 825
3, 204

(b) Pittsburgh

Avg. # images / km2
178
893
1, 271

(c) Orlando

Fig. 10: Heat Map of Dataset Distribution
is the percentage of the reported regions which actually contain
IqS while the recall is the percentage of IqS which are located
in the reported regions.
We implemented our framework using Python and Java
1.7. All experiments were performed on a GPU-enabled Oracle Cloud Computing infrastructure (an instance running on
Ubuntu 14.04 LTS and equipped with 56 CPUs (2.2 GHz Intel
Core), 187 GB memory, and 2 GPUs (1.4805 GHz Tesla)).
B. Experimental Results
1) The Impact of Scene Location: Fig. 12a shows the
F1 scores of both ICL and ISL across the GSV M AN ,
GSV ORL , and GSV P IT datasets. In general, ISL obtained a
better F1 score than ICL due to minimizing the inaccuracies
associated with ICL (as discussed earlier Fig. 7). From the
perspective of localization error distance as shown in Fig. 12b,
ISL obtained a smaller error distance than ICL using both
metrics: LED and LED-Camera. This shows the benefit of
utilizing scene locations for spatially organizing the dataset
which enables generating proper classes of images; hence
improving learning the visual features of regions efficiently.
The error distance for GSV M AN was the largest for both
ICL and ISL due to the uneven distribution of images.
Meanwhile, the even and dense distribution of images in
GSV ORL decreased the error distance using ISL and thus
achieved the best localization accuracy. On the other hand,
ICL using LED-Camera obtained better results compared to
ICL using LED since the ICL was organized and trained
using the camera location which implies that the predicted
region can be potentially closer to the camera location than
the scene location.
2) The Impact of the Hierarchical Classification Scheme:
Fig. 12c shows the evaluation of the two types of hierarchical

TABLE II: Sizes (km2 ) of Regions Generated from Spatial
Organization of Datasets
Dataset
GSV M AN
GSV P IT
GSV ORL

Size of
Max:
Max:
Max:

Rtree Leaf
1.41, Avg:
0.40, Avg:
0.33, Avg:

Nodes
0.35
0.13
0.10

Size of Quadtree Cells
Max: 3.11, Avg: 1.70
Max: 0.80, Avg: 0.21
Max: 0.90, Avg: 0.18

classification schemes (i.e., P HC and LHC) with ISL in
terms of LED using BP . In general, both ISL − P HC
and ISL − LHC obtained smaller values for error distance
compared to the non-hierarchical approach (i.e., ISL) since
the hierarchical schemes make the prediction on a set of
trained models that learned both local and global features of
regions at different granularities rather than using only one
trained model to discriminate the fine-grained regions visually.
In particular, ISL−LHC performed better than ISL−P HC
because every classification model in ISL − P HC learns the
visual characteristics of within its geographical scope discarding the images from other geographical scopes. Moreover, the
impact of hierarchical classification on decreasing the error
distance was evident especially for GSV M AN which contains
the largest number of images distributed in a large geographical region; hence generating a spatial hierarchy of diverse
geographical regions in different granularities and attaining
better visual learning with hierarchical classification. In particular, the highest decrease percentage of LED was obtained
by GSV M AN reaching 31% and 13% using ISL − LHC
and ISL − P HC, respectively. Meanwhile, the lowest error
distance decrease was obtained for GSV ORL reaching 11%
and 4% using ISL − LHC and ISL − P HC, respectively.
Among ISL−P HC and ISL−LHC, ISL−LHC achieved
the best accuracy with a LED value less than 300 meters for
GSV ORL .
3) The Impact of the Prediction Strategy: Fig. 12d shows
the average LED for ISL − P HC and ISL − LHC with
different prediction strategies (GP , HP , and BP ) across
GSV M AN and GSV ORL . In general, GP with both ISL −
P HC and ISL − LHC obtained the largest LED due to
the effect of the classification error propagation while BP
obtained the minimum LED due to the utilization of the
probabilistic model based on the spatial relations of regions.
With GSV M AN , the improvement obtained by BP compared
to GP was the best because of the expensive cost of the
classification error propagation in a large geographical region
such as Manhattan.
In summary, our scene localization framework achieved an
F1 score reaching 0.74. The improvement of F1 score with
the scene localization (i.e., our framework) over the camera
localization (i.e., PlaNet) is up to 20% (using the Orlando
dataset 2.1×1.2 km2 ) which is equivalent to the decrease of
the localization error distance by 33%. Moreover, the error
distance decreased further by another 45% using the proposed
hierarchical classification.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
Image Localization: The image localization challenge was
introduced by Hays et al. [15]. The focus of the localization

Fig. 11: Training Time for Localization Approaches

(a) Classification Accuracy using ICL vs. ISL

(b) Localization Error Distance using ICL vs. ISL

(c) ISL with Hierarchical Classification

(d) Hierarchical ISL with Various Prediction Strategies

Fig. 12: The Efficiency of Image Localization Approaches

challenge was to estimate the camera location of an image.
Researchers have tackled this problem by investigating several
approaches utilizing image retrieval [15]–[17], [35], clustering [36], [37], and classification [14], [18], [38], [39] algorithms. Yuan et al. [39] used a similar approach to PlaNet [14]
for landmark recognition. However, the geographical area is
manually divided based on the known landmarks instead of
automatically decomposing the search space using Quadtree
similar to the PlaNet approach. We believe that this work
is a customized version of PlaNet for landmark recognition.
Another classification based approach was presented by Yin
et al. [38] which focuses on specific landmark recognition
with a specific dataset, while the focus of our paper is a more
general scene localization. Other researchers [7], [40], [41]
tackled the problem of estimating the camera direction using
computer vision algorithms (e.g., structure-from-motion). To
the best of our knowledge, we are the first to consider the scene
location for image localization. Furthermore, some researchers
exploited other modalities in addition to image content such
as user tags [42], [43]. Another perspective of localization is
to utilize a reference dataset of satellite images to predict the
location of a ground-level image (known as cross-view image
localization) [44], [45].
Hierarchical Classification: In the area of data mining,
classification algorithms are widely investigated. In particular,
they follow either flat or hierarchical paradigm (surveyed
in [46]). To follow the hierarchical paradigm, it is critical to
construct a hierarchy which depicts the relations between the
classes of interest. One approach to construct a hierarchy of
classes is using a tree or a directed acyclic graph (DAG). In
our work, the hierarchy of classes is implicitly given by the
spatial organization of the reference dataset. To the best of our
knowledge, we are the first to utilize hierarchical classification
for the image localization problem.

VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel framework for image
scene localization using spatial-visual classification. To address scene localization, we use a reference set of scene
location-tagged images. To construct such a dataset, the framework estimates scene locations using a geometric approach
when rich geo-metadata are available, or a vision-based approach when enough similar GPS-tagged images are available
in a region. The hierarchical organization of scene locations
using R-tree is utilized to build hierarchical classifiers. Since
scene location is a more accurate spatial representation of
an image rather than its camera location, our framework was
able to classify images more accurately than camera position
based localization, achieving an F1 score of 0.74. Moreover,
we showed that the proposed hierarchical classification with
scene localizations significantly increases image localization
accuracy compared to conventional approaches.
As part of future work, we will extend our framework by
organizing the reference images using not only the spatial
property of scene locations but also the visual content of
scenes. Furthermore, we will extend the framework for estimating the viewing direction and the scene location of an
image.
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